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Da Moon 
by David Nelson Blair  

TAAS docents and their scopes will be on hand at UNM's campus observatory for the total 

eclipse of the moon—conveniently timed for a mid to late evening viewing session.  

Here's the Mountain Standard Time schedule:  
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 7:03 
Darkening begins as the eastern limb of the moon enters the region where part of the 

sun is blocked by the Earth. 

 8:01 The limb reaches the point where the Earth blocks all direct sunlight. 

 9:05 Totality begins as the entire moon is cut off from direct sunlight. 

 10:22 Totality ends as the eastern limb begins to get direct light from a sliver of sun. 

 11:25 The eastern limb of the moon is now illuminated by the entire sun. 

 12:24 
The eclipse ends. At this point the entire sun is visible from any part of the daytime 

hemisphere of the moon, and the last traces of lunar darkening disappear. 

So what's all this about a Red Moon Revival? If the moon is in the earth's shadow, why do we 

see it at all?  

In fact, we're likely to see a fairly bright reddish moon because red light (the visible wavelength 

that most successfully resists scattering) will refract through the earth's atmosphere to reach the 

moon.  

This eclipse should be relatively red and bright because the planet's atmosphere is clear of 

volcanic dust. In recent decades, much dust has obscured the refraction and rendered eclipses 

quite dark.  

January 20 is a Red Moon Revival 
by Sammy Lockwood  

Mark your calendars for Thursday, January 20 as TAAS gathers at the UNM observatory for a 

total Lunar Eclipse. New Mexico is well placed for this month's event, which enters totality at 

9:04 pm, and lasts over an hour. Sunlight refracting through the Earth's atmosphere will produce 

a sunset-like spectrum of dark rosy colors across the lunar surface.  

TAAS will celebrate the event with a Red Moon Revival—a highly publicized event at the UNM 

observatory on Yale near Lomas. Attendance for these type of events is usually high, and we 

need lots of docents. Contact Sammy Lockwood for details at 275-0258, or e-mail 

abqsammy@aol.com.  

 

Presidents Update 
by David Blair  

Have you all seen the letter on page 12 the February 2000 Sky & Telescope?  

This guy from Golf Course Drive in Reston, Va., encourages the use of satellite images to 

monitor light-control efforts and to help amateurs "hunt out local pockets of darkness for the best 

observing near where they live."  

mailto:david@lobo.net


The letter, illustrated by satellite images of Tucson and Albuquerque, hurt my feeling—doubly!  

First, it smeared my beloved Albuquerque as a worse light polluter than slightly larger Tucson. 

(An image of Reston was not included, perhaps because it would have been impossible to 

separate it from the I-95 megalopolis.) Adding insult to injury, he identified Tucson and 

Albuquerque as "two Arizona cities."  

I cried all the way to the 100,000-square-mile pocket of darkness just outside of town.  

It's Been Great!  

You see, I'm practicing up on my biting wit and sarcasm—inappropriate for a sitting TAAS 

president but one of the cherished privileges of elder statesmanhood.  

It's been a lot of fun getting there. Of course there were low points. "I'm not going to let this 

wind tear up my Uranometria," I wailed, just 13 objects into the Messier Marathon; naturally, it 

stopped the moment I left, and 100+ tallies were recorded that night.  

But the high points far outweighed the lows. Some of my personal favorites were Venus by day 

at the Bluewater weekend, springing a tall tale on a completely unsuspecting audience at a 

General Meeting, Frito pie at the Membership Committee meetings, and hearing a lad report, "It 

looks just like a molecule!" at Mercury Magic event.  

But enough about me. Let's talk about you. What did you think of my cool Astronomy Day 

poster!?  

But Seriously, Folks  

Good people (as opposed to witty, sarcastic people) are the heart that keeps TAAS healthy. In 

1999 Lisa Wood did (and continues to do) a marvelous job as education coordinator. She is truly 

one of the engines of TAAS, an artery that always brings new blood to the Society through her 

docent pool.  

Thanks also to Robert Williams, the principal captain of our new Starlab, and a tireless 

contributor in bearing TAAS's administrative burden as treasurer, committee chair, and event 

owner.  

Sam Lockwood has contributed in similar ways, most notably as secretary, PR chair, and 

logistics coordinator for the Mercury Magic. He parted the noon traffic and got all our telescopes 

safely to the promised plaza.  

And to Robert Ortega, whose enthusiasm and ability have kept the General Nathan Twining 

Observatory growing. He's led a troop that has in the past year seen GNTO electrified, 

computerized, and further developed.  



Completing this list (much too short for such a vibrant Society) is Mike Pendley, who 

coordinated Astronomy Day and continued his duties as webmaster and newsletter editor, despite 

endless after-deadline submissions (including this article) and an active life in Scouting and ham 

radio activities.  

I thought of Mike when I learned that the VLA's dishes are paraboloidal to within half a 

millimeter. Boy, do they need his ATM class!  

Speaking of ATM, Ray Collins is a TAAS member I met during 1999—and I am richer for it. 

Ditto Eric Bucheit, who I expect to be an extremely positive force in TAAS this year, and many 

other new friends.  

A New Archivist  

Pat Appel has agreed to take on TAAS's archives. She and son Daniel are regulars at the TAAS's 

General Meetings, and it's a pleasure to see the archives in such good hands.  

Thank you, Pat.  

New Members  

Please join me in extending a warm, TAAS welcome to new members of the Society:  

 David Frizzell  

 Lynn Frizzell  

 Andrew Glenn  

 David Glenn  

 Shawn Glenn  

 Natasha Sevachko  

 Timothy Trujillo  

A Final Word  

One of the odd things about this column is that I'm writing across a divide. I, the writer, am 

sitting in my study in the A.D. 1000s while you, the reader, are perusing your The Sidereal 

Times in the 2000s.  

Are you in the better place? I hope so, and I believe so.  

But remember, unless you're a disciple of the Peter Jennings' 99-year century, it's still the 

Twentieth Century.  

See you at Red Moon Revival, at the January General Meeting, and at many a TAAS event well 

into the real Twenty-First Century!  

 



Board Meeting 
by Sam Lockwood  

November 1999  

The November 18, 1999 Board of Directors (BoD) meeting of The Albuquerque Astronomical 

Society (TAAS) was called to order at 7pm by President David Blair. Other board members 

present were George Pellegrino, Robert Williams, Sammy Lockwood, Gordon Pegue, and Carl 

Frisch. Observers included Barry Gordon, and Tom Pannuti.  

Sammy read the minutes from the October 21 BoD meeting, which were accepted.  

Treasurer's Report  

 Robert Williams presented the Treasurer's Report. Education Funds on deposit are 

$1764.96. GNTO funds on deposit are $2236.62. General funds on deposit are $14.29.  

Post 110  

 David announced that Boy Scout Explorer Post #110 (Named after the Messier Objects) 

has formed. So far, the Post has three members and many more advisors, but that is 

normal for a new post. After discussion, it was decided to fund the post from the 

education fund.  

Committees  

GNTO  

 No report  

Grants  

 David announced that according to Alan Greene, TAAS has received a $2500 grant from 

Intel.  

Membership  

 Robert read the minutes from the 11/2 Membership committee report. Primary work is 

being done to update the Membership packets, Contacting all TAAS yearly members on 

an individual basis, organizing a greeting person for the general meetings, and organizing 

the next Astronomy 101 class for 3/4/00.  

Public Relations  

mailto:abqsammy@aol.com


 Sammy asked that TAAS mugs be available for sale at more TAAS functions to sell with 

the new license plates.  

 Sammy then asked for the status of UNM Campus nights, and it's pending change to 

Sundays, because all PR for it had been halted until the change. David explained that he 

had received no response from UNM on oral or written proposals for the change. Sammy 

pointed out that UNM Fridays appear to be working again, and asked if we still wanted to 

change to Sundays. After discussion, Gordon motioned to cancel our plan to change 

UNM Campus nights to Sundays. Robert seconded the motion which passed. David 

pointed out that we will not curtail GNTO plans for Fridays.  

Calendar  

 No report  

Past Events  

Queen of Heaven  

 Sammy reported a good turnout of around 250.  

Placitas  

 Barry reported a successful party with 20 TAAS scopes and 5 non-TAAS scopes, and 

300- 400 people attending. Barry noted that the show was very well organized.  

Mercury Magic  

 David reported a successful show with a huge turnout, and thanked Sammy for 

organizing the event. Sammy noted the event included 13 scopes, 24 volunteers, and 

approx. 1500 attending including the Mayor and field trips from 3 schools. Full media 

coverage of the event was provided with feature stories on all three TV stations and 

pictures in both newspapers.  

Future Events  

David provided a quick rundown:  

 Jane Able is slated to speak on Volcano's on Venus at the next meeting,  

 The TAAS Potluck is set for Dec 18  

 Grant Middle School is set for 11/30  

 Alvarado Elementary is set for 12/7.  

New Business  

 Carl noted that John Suffic is moving back to Albuquerque.  



 There will be no newsletter for Dec.  

The meeting adjourned at around 8:20  

These minutes will not be official until accepted by the Board of Directors—ed.  

December 1999  

The December 16, 1999 Board of Directors (BoD) meeting of The Albuquerque Astronomical 

Society (TAAS) was called to order at 7pm by President David Blair. Other board members 

present were Sammy Lockwood, Gordon Pegue, Kevin McKeown Bruce Levin and Carl Frisch. 

Observers included Barry Gordon, Tom Pannuti, Lisa Wood, John Suffic, and Eric Bucheit.  

Sammy read the minutes of the November 16 BoD meeting. Barry noted a correction about the 

Placitas Event. The minutes were accepted with the correction.  

Treasurer's Report  

 David presented an abbreviated Treasurers Report. Education Funds on deposit are 

$1800.96. GNTO funds on deposit are $2366.62. General funds on deposit are $494.15. 

Savings total $1173.31. Checking totals 3486.42.  

Committees  

Nominating Committee  

 David introduced Eric Bucheit to the BoD, as nominee for TAAS President. Eric has 

been a TAAS member for several years who wants to become more involved, and is 

manager of a local trucking firm. David also announced that Bruce Levin has accepted 

nomination as Vice President. Robert Williams and Sammy Lockwood have agreed to 

continue as Treasurer and Secretary. David also noted that he has a good list of potential 

BoD members.  

Observatory Committee  

 Carl reported that experiments are proceeding at GNTO combining the Astro Physics 

Scope and an STS-7 camera and adaptive optics system loaned by John Suffic. The 

GNTO committee has agreed not to use propane heat in the observatory for safety 

reasons. Carl will discontinue his Friday night GNTO programs due to low turnout and so 

that he can be free to attend other events.  

Membership Committee  

 David reported that a small meeting had been held on the previous Monday, with little to 

report.  



Public Relations  

 Sammy reported that UNM Friday nights are now being fully publicized.  

Calendar  

 no report  

Past Events  

Placitas  

 Barry noted that another local astronomy group had been selling raffle tickets at the 

Placitas Star party. Barry planned to right a letter to the individual(s) involved 

condemning the practice.  

School Star Parties  

 Lisa noted that the school parties have been good, but has noted some docents smoking at 

the events. Lisa explained although she has asked those involved not to smoke at the 

schools, that the problem continues, and asked for BoD support to address the issue. 

After discussion, the board promised full support. David agreed to address those 

concerned. Those that persist to smoke at the schools will be asked not to attend the 

school functions.  

Future Events  

Pot Luck 12/18  

 Bruce reported that he and others will be there early for set-up. David has prepared the 

Trivia Contest.  

Inez Elementary 1/11  

 all set.  

General Meeting 1/22  

 Richard Kuzka will speak on light pollution. TAAS elections will be held.  

Astronomy Day 4/8  

 No action taken  

Review of Programs  



 As agreed at a special BoD meeting, all regular scheduled TAAS events were reviewed. 

Carl listed each one from the calendar, and each was retained. There was discussion as to 

possible conflicts between GNTO Saturday nights and other TAAS events, but these will 

be dealt with individually as they arise.  

New Business  

Astro-NM  

 Bruce presented an e-mail from Victoria Wiggins of ASTRO NM, a project to pair 

astronomers with teachers and bring astronomy in the classroom. Bruce explained that he 

will participate, and understands that the project is looking for 2 other volunteers.  

Lunar Eclipse  

 Tom asked if TAAS plans anything for January 20 total lunar eclipse. After discussion, 

the BoD agreed to try and hold a public event at the UNM observatory.  

Newsletter assignments were distributed. David extended the deadline to 12/28 because of the 

holiday.  

The meeting adjourned at 8:50  

These minutes will not be official until accepted by the Board of Directors—ed.  

 

Observatory Committe (GNTO Committee) 
by  Robert Ortega  

No report this month  

 

Last Month's Meeting Recap  

November 1999 Meeting 
by David Nelson Blair  

Imagine Venus covering the floor of the big lecture auditorium at Regener Hall.  

So it was at TAAS's November General Meeting, at which Jayne Aubele graced us not only with 

a fascinating lecture on Venus, but filled the room with big, high-resolution images of our 

sunward neighbor.  



Radar images!—and as tack sharp as a print from an 8 x 10 Ansel Adams neg. To think that old-

time spacecraft were capable of shots like that back in the 1900s!  

Jayne worked with Soviet planetary geologists on an analysis of the Venera 15-16 mission and 

with the science team for the Magellan Mission to Venus. More recently she has written on 

Venusian vulcanism for the Encyclopedia of Volcanoes (Academic Press).  

She is the head of the Education of the New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science.  

The talk focused on Venus's large number of volcanoes. Some years back, Jayne and a colleague 

stuck out their necks with theories about the nature of the formations, and recent spacecraft 

surveillance has borne them out.  

An interesting aspect of the talk was comparison between formations on Venus and in New 

Mexico—for example, that conic formations observed by spacecraft are comparable in size to 

Mount Taylor.  

 

Next Month's Meeting Preview 

January Meeting Preview 
by David Nelson Blair  

TAAS's January meeting will be an important one—we'll be getting an update on light pollution 

control and electing Society officers for the year 2000.  

Richard Kuzka was active in the successful efforts to pass New Mexico's dark skies law and 

went on to lead an effort responsible for an even stronger law in Taos.  

The Taos ordinance includes enforcement provisions and has the teeth to prevent light trespass. 

The meeting will begin at 7 pm., Saturday, January 22, at UNM's Regener Hall. Please make 

every effort to attend and vote in TAAS's Y2K election.  

The Slate  

The nominating committee, consisting of David Blair (chair), Robert Ortega, and Allan Green, 

will present the following slate.  

 President: Eric Bucheit  

 Vice President: Bruce Levine  

 Treasurer: Robert Williams  

 Secretary: Sam Lockwood  

Eric has attended numerous events in the years that he's been a member and offers strong 

managerial ability to TAAS's leadership. Bruce is a dedicated TAAS long-timer who served as 



president of the Society prior to its incorporation. He promises renewed energy in the vice 

president's capacity as program chair. Robert and Sam are sure bets to continue providing energy 

and ability to the positions they held in 1999.  

Once again, please attend on the 22nd and vote in TAAS's election.  

 

Observer's Page 

by Kevin McKeown 

No report this month  

 

What's Up for February 2000 
by Kevin McKeown  

February is a busy month for stargazers, and astrophotographers! On the night of February 1st-

2nd, asteroid 7th magnitude Pallas lies close to a 6th magnitude star located near Messier 93: a 

good astrophoto subject. However, stay up tonight and just before dawn, catch Venus paired very 

closely with a crescent moon, 3 days from new: another great astrophoto op!  

Mercury has perhaps its best evening apparition of the year in February. It's visible for almost the 

entire month. On the evening of the 6th in the west southwestern sky, a wire thin crescent moon 

lies just to the left of Mercury: another great photo op! Greatest elongation occurs on the 14th. 

One note: Mercury starts this apparition very bright (magn. -1), and steadily fades towards late 

February. Catch it early.  

As the moon grows in February, it swings by Mars on the 8th, Jupiter on the 10th, and Saturn on 

the 11th. On the 19th, the moon is full, and "blue", according to the rules of the old "Maine 

Farmer's Almanac" (see various back issues of 1998, and 1999 of Sky and Telescope).  

 

 

by Bruce Levin  
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WHAT ARE UMBRA AND PENUMBRA SHADOWS?  

Any opaque object that is near enough to a bright enough object will cast a shadow of itself on 

the opposite side of the light source. The shadow that results from an object that blocks out a 

light source of a finite dimension or width (i.e., not a point source) consists of two components—

the umbra and penumbra. The umbra is the completely dark and inner part of the shadow and the 

penumbra is the outer less dark region of the shadow that is incomplete or lighted from the light 

source.  

Umbra is Latin for shade or shadow. In astronomical terms, a shadow is projected in the shape of 

a dark cone from a planet or satellite on the side opposite the sun. There is no portion of any 

direct light in this shadow. The penumbra is the partly lighted area or partial shadow that 

surrounds the umbra. In the case of the Earth's shadow, the umbral cone is defined by external 

tangent lines from light rays originating from the "edge" or horizon of the solar disk grazing 

across the Earth's surface on the same side. These tangent lines come to a point behind the Earth 

opposite the sun. The outer border of the penumbra is a conic cylinder that expands out from 

behind the Earth. This outer boundary is defined by the internal tangent lines of the sun's "edge" 

rays crossing in front of the Earth and grazing the opposite Earth's horizon. Figure 1 shows the 

umbra and penumbra components of the Earth's shadow that are bounded by the internal and 

external rays emanating from the solar horizon.  

 

The degree of lightness (or darkness) of the penumbra is dependent upon how much or 

percentage of the light source that can be seen. The penumbra is brighter toward its outer edge 

and darkens closer in toward the umbra border region of the shadow. In the case of the Earth and 

sun, the Earth casts an umbra to a point that extends out a distance approximately 3-1/2 times 

greater than from the Earth to the moon. The light from the sun will be totally obscured from 

anyone inside the umbral region. A person within the penumbral region will see almost the full 

sun with almost no shadow to almost none of the sun with almost full shadow from the 

outermost part to the innermost part of the penumbra respectively. This is why the umbra is 

called the total shadow region and the penumbra is called the partial shadow region.  

The way we can observe the Earth's shadow is during a lunar eclipse. This occurs when the 

moon passes through the shadow casted by the Earth when the Earth is between the sun and the 

moon. The Earth's shadow is always present, but is apparent for those able to see the moon when 

the moon passes through it. We will be able to observe the penumbral and umbral parts of the 



shadow during the upcoming eclipse on the evening of January 20, 2000. Figure 2 shows the 

path and location of the moon during different phases of the eclipse. The moon will pass deep 

inside the southern half of the Earth's shadow resulting in close to 3-1/2 hours of umbral contact 

and a total umbral immersion or totality for more than 1-1/4 hours. Table 1 lists the times for the 

different penumbral and umbral shadow regions the moon will be passing through. This 

information was provided by the U. S. Naval Observatory for Albuquerque.  

 

Figure 2: Path and position of the Moon during the January 20 eclipse. 

© Astronomiical Calendar 2000, Guy Ottewell. 

Used with permission. Universal times.  

The border between the umbra and penumbra is reasonably distinct. It is difficult to perceive the 

penumbra except in its inner part as the moon approaches or moves away from the umbra.  

The darkness and color of the umbra depends on the atmospheric conditions around the Earth. If 

the atmosphere is clear, the umbral shadow will cast an orange or copper color on the moon. The 

moon can also appear red to very close to black depending upon how much dust, moisture, 

clouds, and particulates are suspended in the atmosphere. The umbral shadow tends to project the 

reddish color because the Earth's atmosphere refracts or bends the different wavelengths of light 

by different amounts in a similar manner that a prism separates white light into its elemental 

colors. Particulates in the atmosphere will also result in light scattering. The shorter blue 

wavelengths of the sun's light rays are effectively filtered out and scattered while the longer red 

wavelengths pass through the atmosphere with minimal bending and scattering. It will be 

interesting to note how orange, copper, red, or dark the moon will be as it passes through the 

umbra.  

Table 1. Moon positions during lunar eclipse.  

Total Eclipse of the Moon 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

106d 35'W Lon, 35d 6'N Lat 

January 20-21, 2000 MST 

 Moonrise 5:07 p.m.  



 Moon enters penumbra 7:02:54  

 Moon enters umbra 8:01:24  

 Moon enters totality 9:04:36  

 Middle of eclipse 9:43:30  

 Moon leaves totality 10:22:18  

 Moon leaves umbra 11:25:24  

 Moon leaves penumbra 12:24:06 a.m.  

 Moonset 7:36  

References:  

 Ottewell, Guy, Astronomical Calendar 2000, Universal Workshop, Greenville, SC, 1999.  

 Zeilik, Michael, ASTRONOMY: The Evolving Universe, 3rd Ed., Harper & Row, New 

York, NY, 1982.  

 Huffer, Charles M.; Trinklein, Frederick E.; Bunge, Mark, An Introduction to 

Astronomy, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, NY, Chicago, SF, Toronto, London, 1967.  

 Mitton, Simon Ed-in-Chief, The Cambridge Encyclopaedia of Astronomy, Crown 

Publishers, New York, NY, 1977, 3rd reprint 1981.  

 Illingworth, Valerie Editor, The Facts on File Dictionary of Astronomy, Facts on File, 

New York, NY 1979.  

 

 

The    

 Kids'   
  

Corner  

by Barry     

Silly and Serious Predictions for the Next Thousand Years  

1-Aliens  

 Humans will discover intelligent life on Planet X.  

2-The Sun  

 The sun will go out because it exploded.  

3-The Milky Way Galaxy  

 The galaxy will start to turn in a different direction because too much space junk hit it.  



4-The Big Dipper  

 It will turn upside down and stay there because the Earth will stop rotating.  

5-The Earth  

 It will stop rotating because the sun exploded and it won't hold the earth.  

6-Astronauts  

 Will build a city on Mars  

7-Asteroids  

 A spacecraft will land on an asteroid and crash into a crater.  

8-The Moon  

 You will be able to picnic on the moon, and slice a piece of cheese for your crackers from 

the surface.  

 

ATM Corner 
by Michael Pendley  

The Amateur Telescope Making Workshop  

The Amateur Telescope Making workshop is now in operation. The workshop meets the first and 

third Wednesdays of each month at Valley High School. Valley High School is located at 1505 

Candelaria—the north side of Candelaria, just west of 12th street. The meetings begin at 7 PM in 

building A, room 7.  

The workshop is intended to be a place where experienced telescope makers, beginning telescope 

makers, and everyone in-between can come together to get help, share ideas, and provide each 

other support and good conversation. We have only met a few times and are still evolving the 

workshop format. The intent is to not have a beginning or end . . . just an ongoing resource—a 

place—for individuals to ask "What do I do next"; bounce an idea off someone else, or use a 

piece of test equipment.  

How can you help you say? We need stuff. We would like to assemble a first class ATM library, 

build a cache of high quality test equipment, and maintain a supply of consumables. Do you have 

any ATM related books, magazines, software, or videos you would like to donate or simply 

loan? Do you have any supplies (glass, abrasives, pitch, etc.) just lying around the house? Maybe 

you have a grinding bench, a piece of tube, or an old focuser. We can provide a good home for 

all this stuff.  

mailto:mycall@rt66.com


If you would like to make a donation or simply get more information about the workshop call the 

TAAS hotline at (505) 296-0549. Better yet, come to a meeting and join in the fun.  

 

TAAS 2000 and More  
by Robert Williams  

I decided a few months ago to start working my way threw the TAAS 200. The TAAS 200 is a 

list made by some longstanding TAAS members who wanted to create an observing list that 

TAAS members could do from GNTO. The list is 200 of the best objects viewable from GNTO 

not including any of the 110 Messier objects. There have been very few TAAS members who 

have successfully completed the list and when I decided to start the list I figured I would share 

my experience with all of you and hopefully help you to work through the TAAS 200 also.  

When I began to write this article I decided to combine the Star Myth column with it. Each 

month I will look at a different constellation. I will draw a map of the constellation, and show 

some of the objects in that constellation and talk about those objects that I have observed. I will 

also tell some of the star myths for that constellation.  

I may not talk about all of the TAAS 200 objects within a certain constellation so I would 

recommend that you get a TAAS 200 list and a good star chart if you decide to do the TAAS 200 

for yourself. I am hoping that this article will help everyone find a place to start, and have some 

fun with their telescopes. I will give you a constellation that is prominently placed in the night 

sky that month. If anyone has any suggestions or comments on this article I would greatly 

appreciate any feedback you have and you can call or e-mail me with those comments my e-mail 

and phone number are on the last page of the Sidereal Times.  

Cassiopeia  

"The Ethiopian Queen"  

Cassiopeia is a very bright easily identifiable constellation to start with. In early January look 

north overhead to the west slightly and you will see five bright stars that form an "M" in the sky. 

This is Cassiopeia and is easily picked out even in the middle of Albuquerque. Cassiopeia is 

circumpolar so it is visible almost all year from here.  

 

The myth of Cassiopeia is tied to several other constellations, many of which are in the same 

area of the sky. Cassiopeia is linked to Cepheus, Andromeda, Perseus and Cetus to name a few. 

mailto:rawilliams1@compuserve.com


Cassiopeia is the link between all these constellations and the one who has condemned them all 

to eternity in the heavens.  

Cassiopeia bragged that here and here daughter Andromeda were the most beautiful women in 

the world. This upset the wise old man of the sea, Nereus, because he felt that his daughters, the 

sea-nymphs, were the most beautiful in the world. Nereus called on the sea-god Poseidon to 

punish Cassiopeia for bragging that she was more beautiful than Nereus' daughters were. 

Poseidon struck the waters flooding the lands and called up from the deep the sea-monster Cetus. 

King Cepheus, Cassiopeia's husband, was told the only way he could save his kingdom from 

destruction was to sacrifice his daughter Andromeda to Cetus. Perseus happened by and upon 

seeing what was happening agreed to save Andromeda in exchange for her hand in marriage.  

As punishment for her vanity Cassiopeia was cast into the heavens by Poseidon and placed into a 

circumpolar orbit around the North Star where she must spend eternity spinning in a lewd 

position. Also placed with her in the sky is her husband Cepheus, also circumpolar with his arms 

stretched out in homage of the sea god Poseidon.  

Next time you are out observing, look for Cassiopeia in the sky and watch as she spins around 

the North Star through the night. You will see noticeable movement through the night because of 

the tight circumpolar orbit. Look as Cassiopeia is thrown from her throne each and every day.  

TAAS 200 and More in Cassiopeia  

There are seven TAAS 200 within the constellation Cassiopeia, and a couple messier objects but 

I will only talk about a few of the TAAS 200s and one of the Messier objects. If you are planning 

on doing the TAAS 200, it will be necessary to do some work in this area to find some of the 

other TAAS 200 objects. Some of the TAAS 200 in this area are faint and difficult to find but 

entirely possible to do, as I have found all but one in this area so far.  

I will start with my favorite object in this area of the sky and almost the whole sky, that is the 

open star cluster known by me as the "Owl Cluster". It is also known as the "ET Cluster" and 

more formally as NCG 457. NGC 457 is number 15 of the TAAS 200. It is a large bright cluster 

with two very bright stars that form the eyes of the owl. Below the eyes is a large group of 

dimmer stars that form the body of the owl and a row of stars between the eyes and the body that 

form the wings of the owl. This is a large and bright object and can be found and seen well in 

some areas of Albuquerque, so it is a great object for schools or public star parties.  

NGC 7789 is TAAS 200 number 198 another open cluster. It is very large with many stars, no 

real bright ones except towards edge of cluster. Many of the stars are in-groups or rows looking 

somewhat like snakes. The last TAAS 200 I will talk about is NGC 663 number 17 of the TAAS 

200. NGC 663 is a very large open cluster with many stars forming no distinct pattern; there are 

many bright stars towards the center of the cluster. The last object I will talk about is M103, a 

messier object. M103 is a bright round open cluster rich with starts from 10th to 11th 

magnitudes.  



These are only a few of the objects in this part of the sky, there are many more to look for. So get 

yourself a good star-chart and head out to a dark site and see what you can find. I have shown the 

above objects on the constellation chart above, but if you need help just come out and ask 

someone for help. If you have just started in astronomy one of the best ways to learn is to come 

out to the public star-parties or GNTO nights and hang around some of the more experienced 

observers, they are always willing to share their knowledge with you.  

Hope to see you all out under the night sky soon, Robert Williams.  

 

UNM Campus Observatory Report 
by Jay Harden, Campus ObservatoryCoordinator  

5 Nov:  

 A banner night - 300 viewers. Docents: Brock Parker, Jay Harden, Tom Sanders, Mike 

Pendley, David Princehorn (TVI), Jeff Goldmeer. We had 8 telescopes set up.  

12 Nov:  

 We had over 100 viewers. Docents: Brock Parker, Tom Sanders, Jay Harden, Mike 

Pendley.  

19 Nov:  

 We had 150 viewers. Docents: Jay Harden, Bill Tondreau, Mike Pendley, David Blair, 

Robert Williams.  

26 Nov:  

 Holiday.  

3 Dec:  

 Cloudy  

10 Dec:  

 Cloudy  

l7 Dec:  

 Good viewing night but quiet chilly. We had 150 viewers. We had a visitor who 

introduced him self as Santa Clause. (Sounded to me like Mike Pendley). Docents: Brock 



Parker, Tom Sanders, Bill Tondreau, Sammy Lockwood and family with 2 telescopes, 

Jay Harden and Mike Pendley.  

Note: There are a lot of members that I do not know. If you attend, introduce your self. Many 

thanks to Robert Williams for operating my telescope on 19 Nov. Gave me a chance to goof-off. 

Some Friday night come and join us. You will be surprised at the personal enjoyment. The 

viewers appreciate us.  

Please note that TAAS will NOT be at UNM on January 21.  

 

Docent News 
by Lisa  

Mission 2000  

Active school docents (those who have attended two or more events in the 99/2000 season) are 

invited to review, modify, criticize, edit, shred or delete the Mission Statement I plan to soon 

present to the board. A rough draft will be arriving via e-mail before the end of January. Those 

wishing a hard copy need to send me a SASE at PO Box 90666, Albuquerque, NM 87199—I'll 

get one out to you right away.  

Upcoming School Star Parties (7-9 pm)  

Feb. 8, 2000  

 El Dorado High 11300 Montgomery Ave. NE Corner of Montgomery and Juan Tabo 

(This one's iffy)  

March 7, 2000  

 Gabaldon Intermediate—Los Lunas. Take I-25 South to exit 203. Go east off exit. 

Continue on Main to 5th traffic light. Left on Los Lentes. Left on Coronado.  

I OWE IT ALL TO YOU!  

Kids Thank the Docents....  

I received the following letter from one of the teachers at Queen of Heaven school (we visited 

them November 1999.):  

  

Lisa:  

I just wanted to send a big Thank you to you and the Astronomical Society for another 

fantastic star party. The weather cooperated and we had another great turnout. The students 



were all talking in class today about what their "favorite" thing was. All the events were 

mentioned: telescopes, comet making, slide show, and the Starlab. The astronomers with the 

telescopes taught the students a lot about the planets and constellations, what a super group of 

people. Some students had never looked through a telescope before, and they were amazed! I 

had never seen the Owl Cluster before, it was so clear. It looked just like an owl.  

I am sending along some thank you letters from the students, sorry there's so many, but I 

thought it was important they all send their personal thanks.  

Take care, Susan 

Here are some highlights of the hundred letters I received from students at Queen of Heaven—

ATM's—check out comment #10!  

1. Now I have become interested in astronomy, and I owe it all to you! (docents)  

2. We appreciated having the Astronomist Society here...  

3. I believe your program is extremely helpful in creating a better understanding of our solar 

system.  

4. Before, I knew that the stars change, (summer, spring, winter and fall) but I didn't know 

the stars didn't move.  

5. The telescopes were cool—cool because they were so big.  

6. One of the things I really enjoyed was the starlab—it felt as if you were on a rocket ship 

heading for the stars.  

7. What I thought was most cool was the burning (sparkling) star.  

8. I enjoyed the slide show because you can learn a lot about the planets.  

9. I wonder how much longer our star will last.  

10. What I enjoyed the most were the telescopes. I was surprised how good they worked even 

though they were homemade.  

11. All the stars and planets look so small. You can't tell they are really bigger than Asia.  

12. The telescopes were a lively and exciting experience.  

13. Me and my family had a great time and had no clue about the universe.  

14. Who knew you had the stuff in comets in your very own kitchen!  

15. I strongly appreciated the opportunity in seeing all the different stars and planets in the 

telescopes outside.  

16. Like you, I have a special liking for comets. Had I known you could do it (make comets) 

they way you did last night I would have done it sooner.  

17. I enjoyed the Owl cluster the best.  

18. I found the slide show very interesting to find out about the solar system.  

19. I think it is very nice of you to go to schools and teach people about the universe.  

And Even More Letters  

  December 16, 1999  



Dear Members of the Albuquerque Astronomical Society,  

We just wanted to say again thank you for a wonderful "Starry, Starry Night". I personally 

was unable to attend due to a death in the family, but I've heard nothing but rave reviews! I 

understand there was a good turnout-well over 150 for a cold, crisp night.  

Parents and students enjoyed seeing the marvels of the universe through the many telescopes. 

Thankfully, the clouds cooperated and exited the area by nightfall. The students commented 

frequently about the Starlab. The Slide Show and comet making were a real hit with students, 

too. We've had parents asking if we can have the Star Party again next year. We would love 

to do it again.  

Thanks for sharing your love of astronomy with out students. It was evident to them that you 

enjoy what you do with the schools!  

Thanks again.  

Nancy Salyer, Fourth Grade Teacher, Alvarado Elementary School 

 

Astronomy 101 
by Robert Williams  

No report this month  

 

 

Astronomical Computing 
by Michael Pendley  

No report this month  

 

Internet Info 
by Michael Pendley  

SETI@Home (http://setiathome. berkeley.edu) has made a number of improvements to their 

servers and web site. They are also about to release a new version of their software (V2.0). 

Chech out http://setiathome. berkeley.edu/version20.html for more information.  

Check out a new Cyber Astronomy Club—The Pleiades Project—at 

http://pleiadesproject.freeservers. com  

mailto:rawilliams1@compuserve.com
mailto:mycall@rt66.com
mailto:mycall@rt66.com


 

GNTO News 
by Carl Frisch 

No report this month  

 

November Trivia Question 
by David Nelson Blair  

Which century is devoid of a transit of Venus?  

  

A. Eighteenth  

B. Nineteenth  

C. Twentieth  

D. Twenty-first  

E. Twenty-second 

Gordon Pegue was our winner in November, with the first correct answer to be drawn  

Answer  

 

Way to go! (Placitas Wrapup) 
by Barry Gordon  

Saturday evening, November 13 marked TAAS' fourth attempt to hold a Star Party in Placitas. 

After our three pretty frustrating earlier attempts, this time everything went about as well as 

could be. Our hosts were Las Placitas Association (as usual) and Anasazi Fields, a privately 

owned farm property at the eastern end of the village of Placitas — both were simply outstanding 

in the support they gave us.  

In addition to making the property available to us, Anasazi Fields mowed an entire large field 

specifically for our use in parking and setting up our telescopes. Another field was made 

available for public parking—near enough for easy access, but distant enough to minimize 

headlight glare. Volunteers from Las Placitas Association took over the entire chore of handling 

all vehicle traffic and parking—after first setting out dozens of luminarias to guide vehicular 

traffic around the parking area, and to mark the way to the observing area. A super job all 

around.  



Not to be out-done, TAAS also did itself proud, filling our observing field with 20 telescopes, 

augmented by five more from volunteers who were not TAAS members—with apertures ranging 

from 3" up to 22"—gathering starlight from a total area equal to that of a 60" mirror. The 

attendance was estimated at a very appreciative 300 or so—and, based on their many comments, 

the usual terrific job was done by our docents: David and Donna Brown, Larry Cash, Nancy 

Davis, Craig Denman, Nancy and Charlie Dodge, Pete Eschman, Carl Frisch, Barry Gordon, Jay 

Harden, Ron Kirk, Bruce Levin, Sammy Lockwood, Brock Parker, Gordon Pegue, Mike 

Pendley, Ruth Pendley, Barry Spletzer, Bill Tondreau, Robert Williams, and Rick Zamarron.  

Last but far from least, the light-free location and the perfectly cloudless sky were just about all 

one could have asked for. Our guests got to see the Crescent Moon, Jupiter, Saturn, the 

Andromeda Galaxy, the Ring Nebula, Albireo, the Lyra double-double, the Pleiades, and the 

Orion Nebula (and probably a few others). For a great many of them, it was their very first look 

at these things through a telescope, and the quantity and fervor of the "Oh, wow's!" were 

sufficient to gladden the heart of any docent.  

Bottom line: This one was a real winner.  

 

Down the Drain 
by Barry Gordon  

Suppose you were planning your dream home, and your builder offered to install very 

inexpensive plumbing fixtures. You would undoubtedly be interested in the possibility of saving 

a few dollars. However, suppose those inexpensive plumbing fixtures only made half of the 

drawn water available for actual use, diverting the other half directly down the drain — or, worse 

yet, onto your expensive carpeting. It's very hard to imagine anyone really opting for such a 

"saving".  

But that, in effect, is precisely what most of us are actually doing—not with our use of water, but 

with our exterior lighting.  

Every night of the year, cheap—and thus poorly made—lighting fixtures are pouring enormous 

amounts of light into our skies. This "light pollution" has absolutely no benefit at all—but must 

be paid for just the same. Properly designed fixtures—called full cut-off fixtures—will put the 

same amount of light where it's actually needed for significantly less cost — in some cases, 

actually cutting that cost in half — thus paying for their modest additional cost in very short 

order, and providing real savings over the long term. Such fixtures would also result in a 

reduction in the environmental impacts of producing the energy needed to produce all that light 

that we are currently throwing away.  

It would be bad enough if this useless light were merely going "directly down the drain", but the 

fact is that it is actually being spilled onto our "expensive carpeting"—or, in this case, New 

Mexico's glorious night skies—arguably the grandest and most precious of our natural scenic 

treasures.  



New Mexico now has a light pollution law (which goes into effect very shortly) that addresses 

this problem, but it completely ignores existing lighting with a so-called "grandfather" provision, 

and properly so. However, now that we have become aware of the problem, it would be to 

everyone's advantage to simply ignore "grandfathering" and start replacing all of those wasteful 

fixtures without waiting for them to die of old age. The sooner this is done, the sooner we begin 

enjoying the cost savings and environmental benefits to be realized from efficient lighting.  

 

Annual Pot Luck Dinner Wrapup 
by Bruce Levin  

The final TAAS event for the year was our annual winter solstice potluck dinner held at Heights 

Cumberland Presbyterian Church the week before Christmas. As usual, there was a wonderful 

spread of gastronomical delights. There was an uncommunicated theme of New Mexican style 

dishes supported by salads, vegetables, pastas, soups, breads, pies, cakes, cookies, coffee, soda, 

and other dishes.  

Lisa Wood brought in older and duplicate Society library books for sale for $1.00 each—what a 

steal! Kevin McKeown made up some trivia cards for each table, while David Blair wrote up the 

Presidential Trivia contest to stump everyone except for Kevin who won the contest and an 

astronomical calendar. Robert Williams set up the Society's inflatable planetarium, that we have 

been using for a year now, and presented several shows. Carl Frisch set up his computer to show 

everyone the CCD work that he has been doing—most of it at the General Nathan Twining 

Observatory. Sam Lockwood brought in his homemade telescope that he just completed. Bruce 

Levin presented movie gift certificates on behalf of the Society to David Blair in recognition for 

his hard work this last year as President. Lisa also presented David with a book on behalf of the 

docents.  

The party would not have been a success without the help of the setup and cleanup crew. Thanks 

go out to David Blair, Kevin McKeown, Katherine Blankenburg, Carl Frisch, Gordon Pegue, 

Alejandra Valderrama, Robert Williams, Lisa Wood, and Bruce Levin for helping set up and to 

Debbie Pendley, Mike Pendley, and everyone else who stayed around to help clean everything 

up. We are also appreciative to the church administrator, Linda Downum, for allowing us to use 

their gym and kitchen facilities for the third year in a row. Finally, this party was a great success 

because of the participating members, families, and friends!  

 

Awards 2000  

by Kevin McKeown  

Once again, The Albuquerque Astronomical Society will honor its own "stars" at the February 

meeting, when three awards- the Dobson, Isengard, and the Special Service- are presented. First, 

the John Dobson award honors that individual who has demonstrated an outstanding effort in 



public astronomy education. Some previous winners include Lisa Wood, Mike Pendley, Brock 

Parker. Note: membership in TAAS is not required to win this award. Next, the Lt. Colonel 

William Isengard Award honors the TAAS member who has shown exceptional 

material/financial generosity to the Society. Some previous winners include Robert Ortega, Carl 

Frisch, and Bill Tondreau. Lastly, the Special Service award honors TAAS members who have 

contributed to the Society in ways other than material/financial generosity. Some yardsticks to 

the Special Service award include event participation, GNTO work party participation, Board 

and Committee participation, and general "sweat equity". Past winners include Gordon Pegue, 

Art Jacobs, George Pellegrino, Elinor Gates, and Kevin McKeown.  

Given the overall effort of the Society, and the active participation of its many members, there 

are plenty of good candidates! Submit your written nominations, or give your comments to either 

Kevin McKeown (committee chair), Gordon Pegue, or Robert Ortega.  

 

Mercury Magic was Great!  

by Sammy Lockwood  

When you have good material, you are bound to succeed. And we had some VERY good 

material at Civic Plaza on 11/15 for Mercury Magic. Good viewing, good weather, good 

location, good crowd, good media, but most of all:—Good TAAS People—.  

The numbers: At least 22 TAAS Volunteers, 13 scopes, and a crowd that I conservatively 

estimate at 1500+, including the Mayor and field trips from 3 schools. I believe that this was the 

biggest and most successful TAAS event since Hale-Bopp.  

Newspaper, Radio, and TV coverage was very good. Channels 13 and 4 even got our name right! 

The result of 5 waves of press releases to 9 media sources: 72 faxed pages ( no cover sheets ).  

Here are the people who made our event happen, in no particular order. PLEASE let me know if 

I leave anyone out:  

 Ray Collins—Who promoted the event at Valley HS.  

 The Pendleys—Mike, Debbie, Ruth and Jon - The sun-gun was terrific!  

 Tom Sanders—From the Rio Rancho Astronomy Astronomical Society.  

 Brock Parker—One of the first there, and the last to leave.  

 Mike Eaton—Thanks for the break from my scope!  

 Lisa and Barry Wood—Thanks for hang'in in there Barry.  

 Pete Eschman—Who made filter material available.  

 Bruce Levin—Loved the hat!  

 Dennis Mitchell—Thanks for the help Dennis.  

 Robert Ortega—With the biggest full aperture filter I saw.  

 Larry Cash—Helping out with the crowds at Robert and Pete's Scopes.  

 Dave Brown—Thanks for the Cokes!  



 Dave N. Blair—Thanks Pres.  

 Rick Zamarron & Bill Doleman—It was a pleasure to meet you both.  

 Barry Spletzer—Prettiest scope on the plaza.  

 Dee Friesen—Who was always there to help  

 Alejandra—Who always cheer's me up.  

 Abe Torres—Helpful from the beginning. He kept his cool with Carl, but lost it with 

Robert.  

 Robert Williams—Manned our table, and spread the word of TAAS.  

 Katherine Blankenburg—Who manned the table on her lunch hour.  

We Were GREAT!!!  

 

Library News  

by  Lisa  

Spuds in Space  

Congratulations to Anna Whitlow and Linda Hixon for being the next recipients of the of the 

Library Spud Award, given to those members dedicated to watching the entire 40 lectures of 

Understanding Our Universe! A deep understanding of the universe simply cannot be baked, er, 

faked. Those wishing to join our dedicated team of couch potatoes should contact the librarian 

for details.  

We're in the Money!  

$32 were made at the book sale held at the Christmas potluck. A copy of Demon Haunted World 

by Carl Sagan will be added to the TAAS library collection.  

 

President's Trivia Contest  

by  David Nelson Blair  

Category I: New Mexico  

1. What facility is located on the Plain of San Agustín?  

(a) General Nathan Twining Observatory  

(b) Palomar Observatory  

(c) Starfire Optical Range  

(d) The Very Large Array.  



2. What is the brightest star that can be observed exactly at the zenith from within Albuquerque 

city limits in the year 2000?  

(a) Canopus  

(b) Eta Cigni  

(c) Delta Coronea Borealis  

(d) The Sun.  

3. The distance from Gallup to Tucumcari about equals the diameter of what moon?  

(a) Deimos  

(b) Enceladus  

(c) Ganymede  

(d) Rhea.  

4. Where is the National Solar Observatory?  

(a) Los Alamos  

(b) Rio Rancho  

(c) Socorro  

(d) Sunspot, of course.  

5. New Mexico astronomers recently became the first to make optical observations of  

(a) a brown-dwarf supernova  

(b) a gamma-ray burster  

(c) a natural satellite of a moon  

(d) a planet around Alpha Centauri.  

Category II: Mass and Density  

6. The Earth is how many times more massive than the Moon?  

(a) 4.033  

(b) 17.91  

(c) 45.54  

(d) 81.30.  

7. In which of the following pairs does the planet with the lesser diameter have the greater mass?  

(a) Mercury-Mars  

(b) Venus-Earth  

(c) Jupiter-Saturn  

(d) Uranus-Neptune.  



8. Of all the large bodies in the Solar System (let's say those more than 1000 km in diameter), 

which has the greatest density?  

(a) Earth  

(b) Mars  

(c) Pluto  

(d) Triton.  

9. Of the same bodies, which has the next greatest density?  

(a) Mercury  

(b) Phobos  

(c) Titan  

(d) Venus.  

10. Which of the following has the least density  

(a) Orion Nebula  

(b) Rigel  

(c) Saturn  

(d) The Sun.  

Category III: Space Travel  

11. Beyond all others, this spacecraft put the well-traveled Odysseus to shame.  

(a) Friendship 7  

(b) Mars Polar Lander  

(c) Ranger III  

(d) Voyager II.  

12. It might have been called Swoopy, but it was called Snoopy.  

(a) Apollo 10's lunar module  

(b) Gemini 8's unmanned docking target  

(c) the Mercury capsule that carried Ham the chip  

(d) the space shuttle used only for glide tests.  

13. After the explosion aboard their command/service module, the Apollo 13 astronauts survived 

the trip home because  

(a) they were on a free-return trajectory  

(b) NASA elected the fastest possible return scenario  

(c) by chance, the Navy of India was in position for a wrong-ocean recovery  

(d) another spacecraft just happened to be nearby at the time of the accident.  



14. In fiction, what was the Columbiad?  

(a) President Barbicane's launch cannon  

(b) Buck Rogers' Mars ship  

(c) the Borg Queen's time pod  

(d) Benjamin Cisco's runabout.  

15. This fall, what nation flight-tested spacecraft in preparation for a manned space program?  

(a) Brazil  

(b) China  

(c) India  

(d) Pakistan.  

Category IV: People  

16. Who is the author of The Whole Shebang?  

(a) Timothy Ferris  

(b) Stephen Hawking  

(c) Sir Isaac Newton  

(d) Carl Sagan.  

17. Belinda, Ophelia, Puck, and Rosalind / The seventh planet's moons bear names from this 

man's pen  

(a) Homer  

(b) Victor Hugo  

(c) William Shakespeare  

(d) Walt Whitman  

18. Which of the following does not have an optical arrangement named for him?  

(a) John Dobson  

(b) William Herschel  

(c) Al Nagler  

(d) Sir Isaac Newton.  

19. This bad guy from your American History book was a patron of astronomy and financed the 

largest telescope in the world in his lifetime.  

(a) Aaron Burr  

(b) George III  

(c) Stalin  

(d) Kaiser Wilhelm.  



20. How tall is the current president of TAAS?  

(a) 7.11 x 10-11 parsecs  

(b) 1.75 x 100 meters  

(c) 7.31 x 101 inches  

(d) 2.65 x 102371 angstroms.  

Category V: 1999  

21. In what month was there no full moon?  

(a) February, of course  

(b) June  

(c) September  

(d) November.  

22. The Hubble Space Telescope has been shut down until  

(a) the lingering danger from the Leonids passes  

(b) gyroscopes for precise pointing can be replaced  

(c) installation of security protocols to prevent hackers from pointing it at the Sun  

(d) astronomers can think of new things to look at.  

23. What observatory was launched into high Earth orbit this year?  

(a) Chandra X-ray Telescope  

(b) Echo  

(c) Hipparchus  

(d) Lowell.  

24. Mercury transited the Sun on  

(a) February 5  

(b) March 25  

(c) July 31  

(d) November 15.  

25. Asteroid 9000 received what name?  

(a) Astroboy  

(b) Bicentennial Man  

(c) Data  

(d) Hal.  

Answers  



I. 1-d; 2-b; 3-b; 4-d; 5-b.  

II. 6-d; 7-d; 8-a; 9- a; 10-a.  

III. 11- d; 12-a; 13- d; 14-a; 15-b.  

IV. 16-a; 17-c; 18-a; 19-b; 20-b.  

V. 21-a; 22-b; 23-a; 24-d; 25-d.  

Winner:  

Kevin McKeown, author of many of the trivia contests of recent, took this year off so that he 

could participate in the 1999 trivia contest. He won, with twenty-one correct, missing only 

numbers 3, 13, 14, and 20.  

Question 2 illustrates why Kevin won: What is the brightest star that can be observed exactly 

from the zenith from within Albuquerque city limits in the year 2000?  

Quickly Kevin rules out (a) Canopus, for the second brightest night-time star is way south and 

barely gets above the Duke City's horizon, and (d) the Sun, which is never directly overhead 

north of the village of Todos Santos at the southern tip of Baja California Sur.  

Which leaves (b) Eta Cigni and (c) Delta Coronea Borealis. Hmmmmm. Which of these stars 

passes over Albuquerque. Kevin knows Albuquerque's latitude, and he knows the constellations 

well enough to know that both stars come close, but not even he knows that Eta Cigni, is 35° 05' 

00" north and buzzes Indian School Road every sidereal day. Will he have to make a (gulp) 50-

50 guess.  

Wait a minute! Kevin used to watch a variable star in the crown of Corona Borealis—and its 

numeric designation includes its latitude, 28 degrees north. If smallish Corona Borealis has a 

neighbor at 28 north, Delta probably sits south of Latitude Albuquerque. Kevin eliminates Delta 

Coronae Borealis with a high degree of confidence and correctly chooses Eta Cigni.  

And that, folks, is what it takes to win an astronomical trivia contest in this town.  

 

Trivia Answer  

The twentieth century is devoid of a transit of Venus.  

Back to trivia  

 



Letters to the Editor  

Dave Finley forwarded me the following letter he composed in response to the February issue of 

Sky and Telescope declaring that Albuquerque is part of Arizona. Good job Dave—ed  

  

Hello:  

I applaud your use of the DMSP data to measure light pollution from cities. This is valuable 

data for those of us involved in local battles to reduce light pollution.  

I was, however, surprised to see your letter identify Albuquerque as one of "two Arizona 

cities." While we New Mexicans are somewhat accustomed to being misidentified as 

foreigners, Texans or Arizonans, I would not have expected this from someone at the USGS!  

Albuquerque, as I hope you know, is the largest city in New Mexico, and is host to The 

Albuquerque Astronomical Society, the University of New Mexico (which has a number of 

astronomers on the faculty) and the U.S. Air Force's Starfire Optical Range, where adaptive 

optics were practically born.  

The amateur and professional astronomers of Albuquerque are part of a large astronomical 

community in New Mexico that includes the National Science Foundation's National Radio 

Astronomy Observatory and National Solar Observatory, the Apache Point Observatory, Los 

Alamos National Laboratory's Milagro and Fenton Hill Observatories, and contingents of 

astronomers at New Mexico Tech and New Mexico State University, and Sandia National 

Laboratories. At least a half-dozen other New Mexico cities boast active amateur astronomy 

clubs.  

We are proud of New Mexico and the astronomy done here. Please don't annex our largest 

city to Arizona!  

Regards,  

Dave Finley  

Socorro, New Mexico USA  

Response from William Burton  

Dave,  

Sorry about the error. It was introduced by the editor and I failed to catch it.  

William C Burton 

U.S. Geological Survey 

Reston, VA 20192  



——  

Response from Sky and Telescope  

You're right, Albuquerque is not in Arizona, but apparently several of us whose eyes passed 

over that page in the proofreading process were on Mars. Our sincere apologies!  

Thanks for writing.  

Alan MacRobert,  

Sky & Telescope 

From John Spargo:  

Thought I'd pass along these two photos. They were taken at the Jansky Lecture on October 30, 

at the Macey Center at New Mexico Tech. The first shows part of the TAAS group who came 

(Lisa Wood, David Blair, Gordon Pegue, and Linda Hixon-ed) and the second is our club with 

the speaker Frank Drake. (middle of front row—ed)  

 

 

 

Lost and Found  

No Items this month  

 

Classified Ads  

For Sale: Intes Mk-67 Maksutov Cassegrain, 6" f/10 OTA. Crayford focusser, 8x40 finder, 

padded storage case. Superior high-contrast images. Very portable. Asking $650. Also, 21mm 

Televue Plossl eyepiece in very good condition. Asking $50. Call Art Jacobs at 281-9223 

(eves./weekends) or e-mail at ajacobs@lobo.net.  

mailto:ajacobs@lobo.net


For Sale: 10" Meade LX-200 on WheelieBars. E-mail Dan Judd at danjudd@swcp.com or call 

(505) 268-6020, for demo.  

Wanted: A solar filter for a Meade model 4500, 4 1/2 inch reflector. Please contact: Bill 

Malona, wrmalona@nmfiber.com or (505) 897-2550 anytime.  

Non-commercial ads for astronomy related products listed at no charge for members. To place 

an ad, send a message to the editor at the society PO box or send a message to 

mycall@rt66.com.  

mailto:danjudd@swcp.com
mailto:wrmalona@nmfiber.com
mailto:mycall@rt66.com

